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Preface
Linear Algebra Methods in Representation Theory
In the last three decades in the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras
over a field or even of more general algebraic structures several new methods have
emerged, including combinatorial, homological, categorical and geometric aspects.
One underlying aspect is the input from linear algebra in a wider sense.
One basic problem in the representation theory is the classification of inde-
composable objects in some Krull–Remak–Schmidt category, or in linear algebra
terminology normal forms of indecomposable matrices. In case there exists (up to
isomorphism) only finitely many such indecomposable objects (finite type) much
more information is available and progress has been made in case this classification
depends only on one-parameter families of indecomposable objects (tame type). In
the remaining case which is usually called the wild case, there is only scattered
information available.
Due to a vast number of internal questions but also problems arising in applica-
tions such as perturbation and control theory the wild case should be treated seri-
ously.
This special issue of Linear Algebra and its Applications is focusing on these
topics. In a wide range of articles current methods and techniques in representation
theory ranging from representations of quivers, representations of partially ordered
sets to Hall algebras and other topics are presented. This is an attempt to show a
quickly developing and fascinating area of mathematics. The main emphasis is on
the interaction with linear algebra.
We are grateful to the various contributors to this special issue. And we are also
thankful to the numerous referees without their help this volume would not have
been possible.
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